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The Rotary Clubs Dülmen and Lüdinghausen 
invite you to the 

 
3. Münsterländer Castle and Palace Tour 

 
 

1. The Event 

On Saturday the 9th of May 2020 we would like to invite you to our Münsterland castle and palace 
tour. Again, we have found new routes for you. We will drive on side roads about 200 km from castle 
to palace. It's a ride according to road book and not on speed. There are some puzzles to solve at the 
castles and palaces. From this and from the recognition of photos, the winners of the individual 
classes are determined. 

2. Timetable 

Date Time  
10.10.2019  Availability of nomination documents 
28.02.2020  Closing date for entries 
09.05.2020 From 8:00 Arriving participants, breakfast at  Hof Grothues Potthoff, Senden 
 8:00 -  9:00 Car document check 
 9:00 Drivers instruction 
 10:00 Start of 1st car, then at a distance of one minute 
 Ca. 12:30 Lunch, Autohaus Rüschkamp, Lüdinghausen 
 Ca. 15:30 Break at Cafe Geiping, Dülmen 
 Ca. 17:30 Return of 1st cars at finish Hof Grothues Potthoff, Senden 
 19:00 Dinner with award ceremony 
In the morning, at lunch break and at the finish line, the vehicles will be presented by our well known 
moderator Georg Meyering. 

3. Starter field/Approved Vehicles 

Class Built Period 
1. until 31.12.1969 Wirtschaftswunderzeit and pre war cars 
2. 01.01.1970 until 31.12.1989 Flower power und disco fever 
3. 01.01.1990 and younger Youngtimers and Dreamcars 
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The first three of each class receive a trophy or certificate. In addition, the following special prizes are 
awarded: 

Class Prize for 
4. Best lady team 
5. Team with the longest journey 
6. Team with the oldest vehicle 
7. Team with the best contemporary dress code 

4. Entry fees/Donation purpose 

We drive again for the End Polio Now Project of Rotary International to eradicate polio worldwide. 
The costs of the event are largely covered by sponsors. The net proceeds will be tripled again by the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The entry fee is 160 EUR and includes breakfast, lunch, coffee 
and cake, dinner, road book, rally signs, program booklet, etc. for each driver and co-driver 
(additional passengers 50 EUR). In addition we ask for a donation in favor of the project End Polio 
Now. 

5. Hotel 

For participants with a long journey, we have again reserved a room contingent at the Hofhotel 
Grothues Potthoff, Senden. The booking is made directly by email (rezeption@hofhotel.de) or by 
phone (+49 2597 6964-18) stating "Rotary Oldtimer event". 

  

                                                       

                                               

Dr. Gregor Dresemann      Dr. Hans-Peter Wagner 
Route Instructions      Nominations 
Rotary Club Dülmen      Rotary Club Lüdinghausen 
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6. Entry Form 

Fördergesellschaft RC Lüdinghausen    Send to: 
Dr. Hans-Peter Wagner    E-Mail: hanspeter_wagner@yahoo.de 
Peickskamp 9       Fax: 02591/989992 
59348 Lüdinghausen 

 

Driver  Co Driver  

Name, Prename  Name, Prename  

Street  Street  

Post 
Code/Adress 

 Post 
Code/Adress 

 

Telephone  Telephone  

E-Mail  E-Mail  

Passenger 1  Passenger 2  

Name, Prename  Name, Prename  

Car make  Car model  

Year  Registr. number  
Like prev. year  (yes/no)  
 Amount 
Driver/Co Driver 160 EUR 
Further passengers á 50 EUR  
Total:  
Donation:  

I have read the conditions of participation and the disclaimer and hereby accept them. The entry fee 
and possibly the donation have been transferred to the account: 

Fördergesellschaft Rotary Club Lüdinghausen 
Sparkasse Westmünsterland 
IBAN: DE64 4015 4530 0044 2085 93, BIC: WELADE3WXXX  
Purpose: Rotary Tour 2020, Name of Driver and Co Driver 

 

Location, Date 

 

Signature Driver      Signature Co Driver 
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7. Conditions of Participation 

(i) The precondition for participation is the completed and signed entry form, the acceptance of the 
conditions of participation and the disclaimer as well as the transfer of the entry fee. 

(ii) The entry fee for driver and co-driver is 160 EUR and is due upon registration. For other passengers an 
amount of 50 EUR per person will be charged. 

(iii) The maximum number of entries is 90 vehicles. Closing date is the 28.02.2020. If all starting places are 
occupied, a waiting list is created. 

(iv) Entry fees will only be refunded if the event is canceled. If canceled by the participant, he agrees 
already now to convert the entry fee into a donation in favor of "End Polio Now". 

(v) Confirmation of entry will be sent after receipt of the valid entry and payment of the entry fee by 
email. 

(vi) The driver is in possession of a valid driver's license and the vehicle registration certificate valid for the 
vehicle. 

(vii) The participating vehicles are registered for road traffic. You have a corresponding proof of insurance 
and a license. 

(viii) We ask for a color photo of your vehicle as a jpg file in landscape format as well as a short description 
of the history of the vehicle for publication in the program. If you start with the same vehicle as the 
previous year, then check the corresponding box in the entry form and you do not have to send in the 
image and text again. 

(ix) Upon submission of the entry, the driver and passenger of the vehicle agree that pictures of the 
vehicles and of the persons registered may be published. 

 

8. Disclaimer 

The driver and all passengers declare by giving in the signed entry form the waiver of claims of any kind 

(i) for damages incurred in connection with the above event against the Rotary clubs Dülmen and 
Lüdinghausen as the organizer, their agents, helpers and any route owners as well as spectators, 
drivers, owners and co-drivers of other vehicles. 

(ii) against authorities and any persons associated with the organization of the event, unless the accident 
or damage is due to intent or gross negligence. 

(iii) to road users, insofar as damage is caused by the nature of the roads and paths to be used in the 
events, including accessories. 

(iv) towards vicarious agents and vicarious agents of all persons and bodies mentioned above, except in 
cases of intentional or grossly negligent cause of damage. 

(v) to other participants, helpers, owners, owners of other vehicles. 

Compared to your own drivers / co-drivers and your own helpers, you waive claims of any kind for damages 
incurred in connection with the participation in the Münsterland Castle and Palace Tour 2020, except in the 
case of intentional or grossly negligent damage. This limitation of liability does not apply insofar as damages 
are and will be compensated by any insurance benefit. 

 


